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Sir Richard Branson’s out-sized hankering
for adventure is matched only by his tal-
ent for self-promotion. “Don’t Look Down”

focuses on Branson as balloonist, using previ-
ously unseen footage of his daredevil hot air
flights together with archival footage and inter-
views with the major players, and while the
achievements have an undeniable thrill, the
documentary needs trimming. Director Daniel
Gordon, best known for his superb Nor th
Korean trilogy, seems to be a helmer for hire
here, delivering a solid, and solidly engaging
film that nevertheless feels like an extended
promo for the Branson brand. TV and streaming
sites will be the likely takers.

Who would deny the romance of a hot air bal-
loon? Their majestic beauty is an understandable
lure, so combined with the challenge of breaking
world records (not to mention the nice big
expanse of canvas crying out for the Virgin logo),
they seem custom designed to tickle Branson’s
fancy. Plus the timing was right in 1987, just
three years after he launched Virgin Airlines, to
pull off a fantastic stunt guaranteed to get his
company’s name in all the papers. Branson
hadn’t flown a hot air balloon before, but he
brought in balloon pilot Per Lindstrom and set
off to cross the Atlantic.

“Don’t Look Down” details every step of the

journey, from balloon construction to the flight
itself. Near disaster dogged their path as they
crossed the ocean from Maine to Scotland, and
Lindstrom nearly drowned, but the record was
broken and, most importantly, Branson’s feat was
on everyone’s lips. Two years later a larger chal-
lenge beckoned: the Pacific. The first attempt
was a non-starter but in 1991 Branson and
Lindstrom managed the impossible by flying
from Japan to Canada in 46 hours.  Much to the
businessman’s chagrin, their achievement was
overshadowed by news of the First Gulf War (it’s
terribly provoking when pesky military conflicts
hog one’s limelight, but certain things really are
out of the hands of mere mortals).

Much of the in-gondola footage shot from
the balloons truly is spectacular, and Gordon
does a fine job building momentum by balanc-
ing this with news footage and talking heads
ranging from balloon experts to the indispensa-
ble weather consultant to Branson’s proud yet
reserved mother. However, there’s an inevitable
sense of repetition, and especially the failed
Pacific attempt could be more tightly retold.
Occasional dramatic recreations are unfortunate
and threaten to turn the documentary into
History Channel filler, and while the use of b&w
looks nice, it serves no purpose apart from vary-
ing the visuals a bit. — Reuters

In “Inside Men,” a smashing politi-
cal revenge thriller with more
double-crossings than “Infernal

Affairs,” a prosecutor allies himself
with a gangster to topple the cor-
rupt cabal formed by a congress-
man, a tycoon and a media pundit.
South Korean writer-director Woo
Min-ho (“The Spies”) has crafted a
deliberately paced yarn packed with
shrewd political insight and grip-
ping procedural detail. An instant
domestic hit, the film enjoyed a sec-
ond wind when a three-hour direc-
tor’s cut was released a month later,
pushing its B.O. total to about
$62.95 million. It should be no out-
sider to major Asian markets and
genre circles.  Though they’ve been
a staple in Korean cinema, the last
few years have seen a steep rise in
political thrillers that lambast
unholy alliances between state
departments, politicians, chaebols
(conglomerates) and the mafia.
Comparable with Ryu Seung-wan’s

“The Unjust” in its canny
grasp of how the country’s
venal social hierarchy thrives,
“Inside Men” represents a
classy example of the genre
thanks to unpredictable char-
acter arcs and a judicious use
of sex and violence in an oth-
erwise talky and convoluted
screenplay.

Adapted from a web toon
by leading manhwa (comic)

artist Yoon Tae-ho (“Moss”), the story
features such unconventional leads as
a newspaperman with ambitions of
being a political kingmaker. While the
pen this charismatic villain wields is
mightier than the sword, the anti-
hero played by Lee Byung-hun
(“Masquerade,” the “G.I. Joe” series)
proves it’s still no match for a saw.

Retired gangster Ahn Sang-goo
(Lee) holds a press conference to
spill the beans about a slush fund
set up by Hanyul Bank and Mirae
Motors to bankroll the presidential
campaign of congressman Jang Pil-
woo (Lee Kyoung-young). With a
grotesque flourish, Ahn takes off his
glove to reveal a prosthetic hand.
Flashback to two years ago, when
ambitious district attorney Woo
Jang-hoon (Cho Seung-woo, “Tazza:
The High Rollers”) corners Mirae
accountant Moon Il-seok to get evi-
dence of the slush fund, only to be
beaten to it by Ahn, then a small-
time gang leader in the pocket of
Mirae president Oh Hyun-soo (Kim
Hong-fa). However, Ahn makes the
fatal mistake of passing a copy of
the documents to Lee Gang-hee
(Baek Yoon-sik), chief editor of the
Kukmin Daily. This leads to the film’s
most sensational scene, when Ahn
gets his hand sawed off by Oh’s
henchmen.  The first act unloads a
flurry of characters who hop from
one backroom deal to the next.

Their entangled connections and
Machiavellian power plays are diffi-
cult to parse, especially if one has to
keep up with the dissembling dia-
logue via subtitles.  However, the
central figures’ actions and motives
gain clarity as the story progresses,
while plot turns manage to stay one
step ahead of the audience.
Accentuating the depravity of the
country’s movers-and-shakers, most
action is either set amid urinals or
private lounges furnished with a
chorus line of hostesses, as the fear-
less sexagenarian actors perform in
the buff with sleazy gusto.
Although the overall length could
have been shortened to drum up
tension, it’s never dull watching Ahn
and Woo take their time gravitating
toward one other to plot their
revenge. Their rapport during a
hideout in the country home of
Woo’s father provides the requisite
calm before a storm. Once their plan
is set in motion, the pace hurtles for-
ward like a bullet train. As their
adversaries retaliate with fearsome
clout, a thrilling battle of minds and
brute force ensues, climaxing in a
switcheroo with an unlikely, but stir-
ring payoff.

In a bravura performance, Lee
adds an entertaining layer of loud
showmanship to Ahn’s feral nature,
as when he sings a weepy folk song
while hammering Moon’s fingers to
shreds. It’s a lot of fun to see him
claw his way back no matter how his
powerful enemies try to crush him.
Cho is understated but no less men-
tally focused as the cerebral Woo,
driven by his exclusion from the
boys’ club because he went to a
provincial university and has no
connections. The film depicts a mov-
ing transformation, as Ahn eventual-
ly turns his personal vendetta into a
public cause while Woo also gets
over his careerism to defend justice
and combat elitism. Baek makes
Lee’s viper like nature all the more
repulsive by affecting a suave
demeanor, even if it’s hard to believe
a journalist could wield that much
power in business or politics. His
longtime liaison with Ahn isn’t any
more convincing: 

Although Ahn claims he’d once
supported Lee financially, their his-
tory is only touched upon in one
driving scene. Thus, Ahn’s motives
for entrusting him with incriminat-
ing documents remain obtuse to
the end. It’s one of many loose
strands that indicate a script over-
reaching itself.

The film’s tech credits, less glossy
than typical Korean commercial
fare, are serviceable. If anything, the
mundane locations and plain visu-
als draw events closer to reality.
Editing by Kim Sang-bum tends to
split the narrative into too many
scenes. — Reuters

Johan Grimonprez doesn’t want audiences to get out their
handkerchiefs; he wants them to get out their protest signs,
their megaphones and their voting ballots. Whether docu-

mentaries have that ability is sadly open for debate, but “Shadow
World,” Grimonprez’s superb, gut-punching exploration of the
global arms trade is the sort of catalyst to energize politically-
minded viewers.  Flawlessly juggling an impressive array of talk-
ing heads with archival footage, the director (“Double Take”) aims
his disgust at politicos, from Reagan to Obama, Blair to Prince
Bandar bin Sultan, and the billions invested in ensuring militariza-
tion and war never get put on ice. Smart, hard-hitting and possi-
bly too intellectual for many, “Shadow World” deserves wide expo-
sure at home and abroad.

Grimonprez bases his research on Andrew Feinstein’s 2011
book “The Shadow World: Inside the Global Arms Trade,” bringing
the South African author in as co-writer and talking head.
Bookending the documentary is archival footage from the “war to
end all wars”: ghostly black-and-white images of World War I sol-
diers in the trenches are accompanied by archival interviews with
such noted veterans as Henry Williamson, George Ashurst and
Smedley D. Butler, with author Williamson recalling the “Christmas
Truce” of 1914, when soldiers from both sides spontaneously co-
mingled with the so-called “enemy.” Opening with this footage is
Grimonprez’s way of saying war is not necessary, yet the decision-
making has never been in the hands of foot soldiers.

Such is the documentary’s nod to early 20th century history:
from there it jumps to the 1980s, when Ronald Reagan had
Margaret Thatcher arrange massive arms deals with Saudi Arabia
so that Israel wouldn’t accuse the US of collaborating with the
enemy. This, according to “Shadow World,” was the crucial
moment when Saudi influence began its staggering ascent. There
are a number of nemeses here, but none as adept as the Saudis in
manipulating world powers to ensure monumental kick-backs.

That’s probably the biggest takeaway, along with the harsh
realization that governments are heavily invested in ensuring the
“war on terror” remains an undefinable state of semi-emergency
with no end in sight. According to the film, the reason is simple:
War is lucrative, especially for lobbyists and politicians who
ensure the arms trade remains a feeding frenzy with no oversight.
It backs that point with mind-boggling figures: an $87 million
slush fund from Britain’s BAE arms manufacturer to Saudi benefi-
ciaries (Maggie’s son Mark Thatcher got more than $17 million for
that one), plus a $1.5 billion bribe to Prince Bandar bin Sultan; $10
billion paid by South Africa for arms they certainly didn’t need,
with $300 million as bribes to ANC officials; etc., etc.

Much of this information has been published in the British
newspaper “The Guardian” (journalist David Leigh is among those
interviewed), but of course documentaries have a particularly
potent way of conveying information when done well, as is the
case here. Tony Blair comes off as little more than a slippery arms
salesman (Grimonprez doesn’t point out the laughable irony of
Blair’s post-ministerial position as “peace envoy”), while the por-
trayals of Reagan, Thatcher and Bush make them out as war crimi-
nals. “Shadow World” does a far better job nailing Donald
Rumsfeld than “The Unknown Known,” and accomplishes the
take-down in a more succinct manner, showing how he and Dick
Cheney have reaped the rewards of their time in the private sec-
tor with companies like Halliburton, which is in the business to
ensure that wars continue; 

Casper Weinberger’s association with Bechtel could equally
have been included.  Barack Obama is also implicated, especially
for signing off on targeted assassinations, along with billions of
dollars in drone contracts. Grimonprez and his editors are excep-
tionally clever at clearly presenting information and then follow-

The chai cup of village intrigue runneth
over in “Thithi,” Raam Reddy’s tale of vari-
ous ill-advised maneuvering that ensues

after the death of a cantankerous 101-year-old
patriarch. Even-keeled in execution but highly
eventful in content, this clever social satire has
accrued numerous prizes on the fest circuit,
with specialty release in various markets and
formats the next logical step.

Locally famed for his age if nothing else,
“Century” Gowda (Singrigowda) causes a stir
when he finally drops dead at pic’s start. Most
stirred is his eldest grandson Thamanna
(Thammegowda S.), who stands to inherit agri-
cultural acres if rival family factions don’t swoop
in; least perturbed is his father Gadappa
(Channegowda), a scraggly elder notorious for
his endless roaming, imbibing and generally
uncooperative ways. (Much later we learn the
scandalous youthful tragedy that led to this
scornful son’s estrangement from all relations,
starting with his pa Century.)

Things would be simple if Gadappa signed
over the land that ’s now legally his to
Thamanna. But the old man is too stubborn and
contrary to consent. Strapped for cash-even
more so after an astrologist informs he must
throw a huge “Thithi” feast to commemorate his
freshly departed grandfather-Thamanna begins
pondering how he call sell off this property he
hasn’t actually inherited yet.

This leads to some bribery, forgery, and other
skullduggery, but for the sale to go through he
still has to make Gadappa “disappear” long
enough to be passed off as dead. He figures
he’ll give the coot enough money to realize his
dreams of wider-roaming travel for a few

months. But waylaid by booze, Gadappa doesn’t
make it very far, falling in with a nearby tribe of
transient shepherds. Among them is young
Cauvery (Pooja S.M.), who has already caught
the girl-crazy attentions of his otherwise sullen,
idle grandson Abhi (Abhishek H.N.).

With a few colorful peripheral characters
lending additional complications, “ Thithi”
wends its way pleasantly toward what we right-
ly guess will be the comical climactic collapse of
all well-laid plans. Complexly plot-driven yet
never hectic or over-contrived, Reddy and
Eregowda’s screenplay treats all its onscreen fig-

ures with an amusement that stops short of
ridicule, allowing them a certain melancholy
dignity as their efforts to improve their lot only
make things worse.

While packaging is competently straightfor-
ward rather than distinctive, effect could hardly
be more flavorful-not least because all roles
were apparently cast among non-pro residents
of a village in South India’s Karnataka district
where co-writer Eregowda was born. For the
most part, they’re all such naturals it’s almost
hard to believe they came to the project as
amateurs. — Reuters

‘Don’t Look Down’

A screenshot from the ‘Don’t Look Down’ film showing ‘Don’t Look Down’ in hot air balloon. — AFP
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‘Shadow World’

ing through with the consequences, so a discus-
sion of C.I.A. funded right-wing coups leads to an
interview with El Salvadorean activist Marta
Benavides, who talks in concrete terms about the
results, followed by a section on the Iran-Contra
scandal to help connect the dots. Two talking
heads are especially chilling in very different ways:
One is jailed arms dealer Riccardo Privitera, a self-
aggrandizing sleazeball fond of making bald-
faced statements with the incontrovertible ring of
truth. The other is “New York Times” war corre-
spondent Chris Hedges, who movingly speaks of
the psychological trauma from seeing so much
killing. He also offers one of the most accurate

statements about the crisis in the Arab world: “The
disease of permanent war is what’s destroyed the
Middle East, not Islamic fundamentalism.” As the
documentary clearly demonstrates, the U.S. and
U.K. keep ensuring that this particular disease
remains incurable.

Much as “Double Take” maintained an auda-
cious balance thanks to masterful editing, so too
“Shadow World” successfully corrals a remark-
able amount of information via impressive mon-
tage work. Passages from stories by the late
Eduardo Galeano are layered throughout the
film, offering a poetic, if not entirely well-inte-
grated, commentary. — Reuters


